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Solving Housing Insecurities



What is Housing Insecurity?

● Housing Insecurity: When the 
price for housing becomes too 
high in specific areas. 

● It causes many residents to 
not be able to afford housing 
necessities 
○ Running water, electricity, 

insurance for their house, 
etc.



Taking Initiative

Globally:

Financially supported by government and 
nations around the world

Support of wealthy people to gain 
awareness

Combination of Nationally+Locally

Locally: 

Less anti-homelessness 
architecture

More shelters around the area

Financially Supported by Mayor

Nationally:

Non-profit organizations

Financially Supported by 
president



● All of these funds could come from all 
these people in power like community, 
government, and companies within the 
area

● There is also some way we could bring in 
the actual civilians or people in charge of 
some of these housing like realtors, 
Architects/Home Designers, and even 
some activist as well

● We could also educate all of these people 
to make them more aware of what they 
are doing and people are suffering

Funding & Advertisement



Stakeholders
Others that might be 
stakeholders could include…

● Real Estate Agents
● Buyers
● Landlords
● Major Companies

These are the people who would 
be affected if we were to change 
the housing insecurities



Founders/Possible Partners
● Founders (BLS Students):

○ Keira Bruen
○ Kharine Yaye
○ Edison Wei
○ Amarachi Okwor
○ Isabella Campbell
○ Joel Alvarado
○ AKA The Stabilizers

● Possible School Partners: Troyeshchyna Gymnasium, Kyiv, Ukraine, Student Work 
for: Aga Khan School Garden, Karachi, Pakistan
○ We can address the issues of how these horrible circumstances lead to people 

with housing problems and way to solve them
○ We would also like for anyone who isn’t on this possible list to reach out if you 

think that your topic could relate


